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A small anisotropy in the arrival directions of comic rays has been consistently observed by ground
detectors based on very large sample of events. The Dark Matter Particle explorer (DAMPE) has
so far accumulated more than 10 billion events above GeV with relatively high spatial and energy
resolution during its 5-year plus on-obit operation, providing a good data sample for probing the
anisotropy of cosmic rays. We introduce in this proceeding our optimizations in the direction
measurement, data sampling and anisotropy analysis. The anisotropy predicted by the east-west
effect due to the Earth magnetic field and the Compton-Getting effect due to the Earth revolution
are then applied to the validation of our analysis.
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1. Introduction

2. The DAMPE Detector
The Dark Matter Particle Explorer (DAMPE) is a space-born high-energy cosmic-ray and
gamma-ray detector successfully launched on December 17, 2015 [15, 16]. The DAMPE satellite
has been operating smoothly ever since in a survey mode, i.e., with the detector top always pointing
to the local zenith, in a sun-synchronous orbit at the altitude of 500 km with an inclination of 97.4◦ .
Scanning the entire sky twice every year with a wide instantaneous field of view (>1.0 sr), DAMPE
accumulates more than 10 billion CR events above GeV up to now, forming an excellent data sample
for probing the CR anisotropy.
The DAMPE payload consists of four sub-detectors. The plastic scintillation detector (PSD)
measures the absolute charge of incident CR particles and acts as anti-coincidence shield for
gamma-rays. The silicon-tungsten Tracker (STK) measures the direction of incident particles with
relatively high precision. The BGO calorimeter (BGO) also measure the CR particle direction but
with relatively low precision, along with the capability of energy measurement and electron/hadron
discrimination. The neutron detector provides an independent measurement that helps enhance the
electron/hadron identification.

3. Event Selection
Direction measurement of the incident CR particles is the foundation of CR anisotropy analysis.
As shown in Fig. 1 for example, with proper track reconstruction, both the STK and the BGO could
measure the direction of incident CR particles. The STK with much finer structure usually provides
a better measurement of the direction with a resolution of ∼ 0.1◦ [18]. The point spread function of
2
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Although the arrival direction of charged cosmic rays (CRs) at near the Earth is highly
isotropized by the interstellar/intergalactic magnetic field, a small (𝒪10−4 − 10−3 ) anisotropy in
the CR flux has been unambiguously detected by various ground-based instruments (e.g., see [1–
6]), shedding light on the origin and propagation of the CRs [7, 8], which but remains an open
question of fundamental significance in astrophysics. Comparing to the ground-based instruments,
the space-born detectors bear some unique advantages in probing the CR anisotropy. For example,
the space detectors usually cove a wider sky area and are sensitive to CR anisotropy in both R.A. and
decl, while the ground instruments are only sensitive to CR anisotropy in R.A. Also, many space
detectors have the ability of particle discrimination and hence being able to measure the anisotropy
of different CR components. Indeed, a number of attempts in probing the CR anisotropy have
been carried out by several space detectors, like PAMILA [13], AMS-02 [12], and 𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖 [9–11].
However, no CR anisotropy has been explicitly detected by the space detectors, believed mainly due
to the much limited acceptance of the space detectors. Nevertheless, certain revealing constrains
on the CR anisotropy have been provided by the studies, together with an effective methodology in
doing the CR anisotropy analysis, which lays a solid foundation for future works of this kind. We
introduce in this work our studies of the CR anisotropy based on the 5-year observation of the Dark
Matter Particle Explorer.
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the STK direction measurements, however, has a non-negligible tail extended to fairly large angle
due to the fact that a track caused a secondary/back splash particle in the STK could be wrongly
taken as the primary one. On the other hand, the BGO measurement, although with a moderate
resolution of ∼ 5.0◦ [19], is reconstructed using the entire shower profile in the BGO and hence
more reliable within the uncertainty. In this analysis, we thus combine the STK and the BGO
measurement to form an optimized estimation of the direction by taking the best STK direction
measurement that is within 15◦ of the BGO measurement.
For the time period of the data, we adopt the DAMPE data of five years, from April 2016 to
April 2021. The data of an integer number of years are used to mitigate the possible influence
of the Compton-Getting effect [20], which largely cancels out for a whole year in our anisotropy
analysis in the Equatorial/Galactic coordinate. The Compton-Getting effect is most significant in a
specially chosen coordinate so that the direction of the Earth revolution is fixed. We check in Sec.
3 the Compton-Getting effect in this special coordinate as a benchmark to validate our method of
anisotropy analysis.
The geomagnetic field could be a big trouble in the anisotropy analysis as it causes an undesired
anisotropy especially in relative low energy band. The energy and the incident angle of the CR
particles must be carefully chosen to mitigate the effect of the geomagnetic field. And here we
use the famous “east-west” effect to determine the cuts in the energy and incident angle of the CR
particles, as positively charged particles arriving from near the horizon from the east are blocked
by the Earth because their trajectories bend downward into the atmosphere. The "east-west" effect
is expected to be most significant at the earth shadowing angle 𝜃 = 112◦ given the 500 km orbit
high of the satellite. But our track reconstruction can not discriminate the two possible directions
3
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Figure 1: Tracks reconstructed for a typical simulated proton event. While the STK track reconstructed (grey
line) usually measures the real direction of the primary particle (green dash line) with a typical resolution of
∼ 0.2◦ , there is the possibility that a track produced by secondary/back splash particles being wrongly taken.
The BGO track (red solid line) reconstructed using the entire BGO shower profile is but more reliable within
the uncertainty of ∼ 5.0◦ .
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of a straight line, and wrongly takes all the bottom-up events as top-down ones, we may expect a
pattern caused by the "east-west" effect to show up at 𝜃 = 68◦ and in the opposite way. Indeed, as
shown in Fig. 2, in the altitude-azimuth coordinate, structures caused by the "east-west" effect is
clearly seen even for the CR sample with BGO energy > 500 GeV (the energy deposit in the BGO
calorimeter) if no incident angle cut is applied. But the anisotropy structures concentrates on large
incident angle (given the survey mode of the DAMPE satellite prior mentioned, the altitude angle
in the map is the incident angle 𝜃 in the detector coordinate) with increasing CR energy. To ensure
a minimum quality at this step, we imply an energy cut of BGO energy (hereafter simply energy)
> 100 GeV, which typically accounts about 40% of the intrinsic rigidity of the incident particle,
and an incidental angle cut of 𝜃 < 45◦ . The so chosen energy and incident angle cuts for the CR
particles also guarantee that no bottom-up events are included in our further analysis, as they are
safely blocked by the Earth.
With all the above mentioned event selection criteria, we obtain a CR sample of 44.4 million
with energy > 100 GeV. We also do the anisotropy analysis for CR samples of higher energies, and
with sample volumes decreasing in a typical power law.

4. Reference Map
A key issue in the anisotropy analysis is to produce the reference map that is expected to
represent the detector’s observation of an ideally isotropic sky. A comparison between the real map
and the reference map may then reveal the anisotropy we desired, by eliminating the variation in
the exposure that is much more significant than the possible anisotropy. Following [11], we used
the "event-rate" method to generate the reference map. This method makes use of a time-averaged
event rate and the response of the detector, together with the live-time and the pointing history of
the satellite for this purpose. Before we go through the standard procedure in doing the anisotropy
analysis, however, we want to first check the stability of the detector response, which is a basic
assumption of the method for producing an effective reference map but not necessarily true.
We demonstrate in Fig. 3 the time variation of the detector response by comparing those in
different time periods. As clearly seen, the variation of the detector response is limited to the scale
of ∼ 10−3 for two consecutive one-year periods, while the difference increase to about ∼ 4 × 10−3
for two periods 4 years apart. To mitigate the long time variation of the detector response, we also
4
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Figure 2: Sky maps in altitude-azimuth coordinates for CR samples of different low energy cuts. The
“east-west” effect is clearly visible in for the CR sample with BGO energy > 50 GeV at all altitude angle
(which is equivalent to the incidental angle 𝜃 in detector coordinate in our case given the survey mode of
DAMPE). The “east-west” effect fades out at small altitude with increasing energy, and concentrate on the
area centered at 𝜃 = 68 due to the Earth shadowing and inverted particle direction. See test for more details.
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Figure 4: Data (top-left) and reference sky map (top-right) in equatorial coordinate (J2000) for all events in
the date set. A comparison of the two maps results into the sky map of relative intensity (bottom). All the
maps are created using HELPix pixelization scheme with 3072 pixels.

apply a year-long bin in generating the reference maps following [11]. And we believe that the
time dependent variation in the detector response within one year is smaller than < 10−3 and may
introduce a systematic anisotropy to the final result of < 10−3 .
Following standard procedure, we obtain the data map and the reference map, as shown in Fig.
4 for the CR sample with BGO energy > 100 GeV. A comparison of the two map resulted into the
map of relative intensity also shown in the figure.
The relative intensity map was then decomposed using the spherical harmonic analyzing tool
𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑓 𝑎𝑠𝑡 in the HELPix library [21]. We find that the angular power spectrum calculated for the
relative intensity map is consistent with the null hypothesis, i.e., isotropic sky. Following [11], we
also calculated a 95% CL upper limit of 𝛿𝑈 𝐿 = 1.2 × 10−3 .

5. Results and Conclusion
We form a carefully chosen CR data sample with BGO energy > 100 GeV based on the 5-year
plus observation of DAMPE. Our analysis is consistent with the null hypothesis, i.e., isotropic sky
5
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Figure 3: Comparison of the detector response. The left (right) map is produce by dividing the response
map of the year 2017 to that of the year 2018 (2020). Difference of scale ∼ 10−3 is seen in the left map, and
that of ∼ 4 × 10−3 in the right one. The general consistency of the pattern in the two maps indicates that the
difference is real but not simply random fluctuation.
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and provide a 95% CL upper limit of 𝛿𝑈 𝐿 = 1.2 × 10−3 on the dipole amplitude at a minimum BGO
energy of 100 GeV.
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